
Product Specification：

Speed Range : 1-12Kph Product Features

Motor： 1.0 HP 1. The frame uses aluminum alloy material instead of steel, the

whole machine is lighter and looks more elegant, the net weight

is 45Kg, gross weight is 50Kg;

2. The whole machine is non welded processed so that the

error can be controlled accurately and the precision of the

whole machine is thus improved.

3. The machine can be dismantled into three parts using

connection lines, this modular disassembly makes the assemble

and after sale service extremely convenient;

4. The whole machine is free installation, a novel

semi-automatic hydraulic cylinder component is designed to

enable the treadmill a limited occupancy of 0.2 square meter in

folding state, the horizontal and vertical transportation wheel

makes it easy to move and lean against the wall;

5. Patented Four Point Suspension shock reduction system

ensures the users a comfortable foot feeling during running and

reduce damage to the knee through its strong shock absorption

ability, at the same time, the console and upright bars can keep

stable;

6. The motor works quietly when user is running on the

machine, it’s no need and we also don’t recommend to use an

additional mat beneath the machine;

7. The wood grain finished plastic parts(motor cover, end cap

and key board) makes the treadmill integrates into the home

perfectly without any sense of violation.

8. Console features: 90-180 degree adjustable rotating device

adjusts the screen angle according to the height of each person

easily; the mechanical key board is smooth touchable and easy

to press; the safety key is mechanical power cut and need

manual reset, thus protects user more effectively in emergency

stop.

Running Area(L x W) 1245X480mm

Dimensions (L x W x H) 1460mmx750mmx1050mm

Net Weight/Gross Weight 45 kg/50 kg

Max User Weight 110 kg

Console Display

LED display, Numeric display of pulse,

time, steps, distance, calories and

speed

Entertainment Options
embedded HD monitor; USB port,

Audio input/output

Hand Grip Pulse Sensor Inserted in the standard handrails

Colour Black
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